
 

For a man that has been around the world and back, he sure doesn't seem eager to go on any more adventures. That's why we're
looking for a few trusty adventurers to go with us on the next great adventure in this post all about FHM's best adventuring trip
yet! So make your application here!

Here are some potential blog posts you could write about: The 37 Best Websites to Learn Something New 37 Things You
Should Stop Doing in 2017 FHM\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'s The New Adventures Of Erek Shawn Internation How I Overcame Writer's
Block and Technological Hell Week at Palomar State University. But there are also several other general topics you can write
about! What are your top 10 sports moments of the year? What's your favorite movie of all time? Take a look at this list for
some inspiration. It's just another opportunity to express yourself in an even more interesting form! Go ahead, do it!

Thank you for your help!

- The FHM Staff

FHM is claiming credit for discovering the term "hope virgins" in the following post: https://www.fhm.
com/en/news/general/8770-the-8-best-retro-christmas-ads , which also garnered global attention in publications such as
Metro.co.uk, which wrote "From the festive films of the 80s to the sexy advent calendars of 2017, here are 20 retro Christmas
adverts you'll be remembering in December." FHM is claiming credit for discovering the term "hope virgins" in the following
post: https://www.fhm.com/en/news/general/8770-the-8-best-retro-christmas--ads, which also garnered global attention in
publications such as Metro.co. uk, which wrote "From the festive films of the 80s to the sexy advent calendars of 2017, here are
20 retro Christmas adverts you'll be remembering in December."

FHM is telling us that "when you think about it, it's like giving gifts to yourself for Christmas." That's why check out these
awesome gift ideas.

When FHM says they're "looking for" something, they mean "we want to make sure we make any money off of this website.
After all, we all have bills to pay. So we want you to come up with your own list of words that we can use and charge for. We'll
give you the best and the most lucrative one."

FHM is telling us that "when you think about it, it's like giving gifts to yourself for Christmas." That's why check out these
awesome gift ideas. When FHM says they're "looking for" something, they mean "we want to make sure we make any money
off of this website. After all, we all have bills to pay. So we want you to come up with your own list of words that we can use
and charge for. We'll give you the best and the most lucrative one.
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